
In this newsletter, we look at wound care in the marine environment.

There is of course a considerable amount of overlap between wound care on 
land and at sea - and indeed in the sky. So we’ll start by reviewing the principles 
common to wound care everywhere.

As the First Law of Medicine is Do No Harm, we should remember that while we 
cannot make the wound heal faster than the patient’s own body does, we can 
make it heal slower – or occasionally prevent it from healing at all – by what we 
do or don’t do.
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DO: 

Document the history, your inspection and examination findings. 

With the patient’s consent, do take a picture of the wound from at least 
two angles. IF the patient declines, suggest the patient take and keep 
his / her own pictures.

CUTS (LACERATIONS)
Most cuts or lacerations affect only the skin and the fatty tissue beneath it. 
Usually they heal without permanent damage, apart from a scar. However, 
injury to deeper structures such as muscles, tendons, ligaments, blood vessels 
or nerves presents the possibility of permanent damage.

A wound on the face, chest, abdomen or back is potentially more serious 
than one on the extremities. Cuts on the trunk or face should be very 
carefully examined even if at first glance the injury is very small or extremely 
shallow. Even the smallest puncture wound could be a through and through 
penetration!

Major blood vessels, nerves or arteries may be damaged as much by small 
deep cuts (e.g. those caused by the tip of a knife or boat-hook) as by extensive 
wounds on the surface. Suspect these problems if there is any numbness, 
blood pumping vigorously from the wound, or tingling or weakness in the 
affected limb. 

• Many wounds will 
heal well without 
antibiotics

• Stitches don’t 
necessarily make a 
wound heal faster

• Never put anything 
on an open wound 
that you wouldn’t 
put in your eye
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ASK THE INTERNATIONAL SOS MEDICAL DIRECTOR 

As International SOS members, you can also send via email specific medical 
questions to our medical director. Our medical director will then review 
the questions and respond to them anonymously in future issues of our 
newsletters.

Please send me your questions with some medical background information 
as well as the name of your vessel to the following email address: 
MaritimeMedicalAdvisor@internationalsos.com

Dr. Rene De Jongh 
Regional Medical Director

mailto:MaritimeMedicalAdvisor%40internationalsos.com%0D?subject=


Deliberate stab wounds should hopefully be extremely rare in the seagoing 
environment, but penetration of a blade usually owes less to the stabbing 
intent and much more for angle and force. In this context, please always 
record and communicate the length of the suspected blade if the wound is 
due to an incision or penetration. 

As another generalisation, the sharper the edge of the blade, the more likely 
the injury is to be pure ‘cutting’; the blunter the instrument, the more likely 
any cut is accompanied by shearing and tearing of deeper structures.

Clues that there is damage 
below the skin:

A WOUND THAT INVOLVES 
MORE THAN THE SKIN 
should be discussed with 
the medical advisor to 
direct treatment. 

UNABLE TO SEE the 
bottom of the wound

LOSS OF movement  
or feeling

HOW the  
wound happened 1st

2nd

3rd

INITIAL TREATMENT
Cleaning the Wound
• Wash your hands and wear gloves.
• Tell the patient what you are doing before you start to do it and while 

you are doing it.
• Make sure the patient is at least sitting or preferably lying down – 

you don’t want them fainting and hurting themselves more.
• Sometimes local anaesthesia may be recommended around the 

wound before cleaning. 
• Clean the wound with generous amounts of running saline solution; 

when clean, pat the area dry using clean gauze but NOT cotton 
wool (or threads of cotton will end up in the wound). (note: antiseptic 
agents are NOT better than using medical saline)

• Medical soap and distilled water or drinking-quality running water 
are acceptable substitutes for saline if you don’t have sterile saline 
solution.

• Dry the wound - allowing it to air dry in a clean environment is the 
best way.

Notes:
• If the wound has something embedded in it, leave it in place until you 

seek advice. 
• Foreign bodies which are on the surface and can be easily removed 

should be cleaned away. 
• Pay extreme care to wounds which have been contaminated by bilge 

water, sewerage or stagnant salt water.
• If the wound is very dirty (see below) a clean nail-brush can be used 

to gently help remove visible foreign material, such as gravel, but 
don’t make the mistake of unnecessarily damaging healthy tissues. 

• Antiseptics cannot decontaminate a wound which has foreign 
material in it.
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‘DIRTY’ WOUNDS – CALL FOR MEDICAL ADVICE

All wounds which are visibly or potentially contaminated are considered 
‘dirty’ and are at greater risk of infection than a ‘clean’ wound if not 
appropriately treated. Generally, dirty wounds should be treated with 
preventive antibiotics. Call for medical advice.

It’s easy to define a dirty wound when the laceration’s edges are 
blackened or oily – it’s less easy to define it when there is no dirt to be 
seen... but especially when the wound is penetrating, always go back to 
the mechanism of injury. 

While both dog bite and human bites should be rare in a maritime context, 
we have had cases of both occur offshore. Both are ‘dirty’ wounds 
because of the bacteria on the teeth that do the damage. 



CLOSING THE WOUND
After discussion with shoreside, particularly if we have the advantage of pictures, it should be apparent whether the 
edges of a clean minor laceration can be appropriately held together with adhesive butterfly or strip plasters. 

If you are unfamiliar with the technique, see the “Resources” section of this newsletter for more information.

Stitches are NOT recommended if the wound is minor and can be held closed with adhesive strips, as inserting sutures 
damages and punctures previously intact skin and provides a track for bacteria to spread deeper .

DRESS THE WOUND
Once the wound has been carefully cleaned and 
appropriately closed, cover the area with a non-stick 
(TELFA or similar) pad, a layer of gauze and hold it in place 
with a bandage.

Dressings should be changed if they become wet, or if the 
wound is oozing. CAUTION: Be careful when changing 
a wound dressing to not dislodge the strips holding the 
wound edges together. When removing a gauze pad or 
other dressing, take your time. If you have to pull the edge 
of the dressing, lay it flat and pull it horizontally parallel to 
the skin surface, i.e. and at right angles to the direction of 
the wound. Adhesive strips must NOT be replaced at each 
dressing change – if applied correctly, to they usually don’t 
need to be replaced at all.

ABRASIONS
Unlike cuts and lacerations, abrasions do not need closure, as they are 
always going to heal, albeit slowly, unless they are extremely extensive 
and deep. These injuries are painful. The abraded skin has exposed 
nerve endings, all of which are complaining!

Again, initial decontamination of abraded skin areas is extremely 
important. Washing the wound with medical soap and sterile warm water 
is usually sufficient but as before, you may need to use a new = clean 
nail brush to gently scrub the wound clean (yes, the modifying word 
‘gently’ when applied to scrubbing may sound paradoxical, the point is 
to remind us not to use more force than we absolutely need to remove 
particles of foreign matter. But we do have to remove foreign bodies / 
debris; if these are left, they will form a permanent tattoo effect as the 
skin heals).

Most abrasions will ‘scab’ rather quickly; this is nature’s way of dressing 
the wound and is actually an excellent wound dressing so that’s why 
our mothers told us not to pick at them! A clean wound does not get 
infected. The use of adhesive bandages may be necessary for a wound 
which continues to ooze blood, but they should be discontinued as soon 
as possible to allow air to the wound.
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MONITORING  
THE WOUND

Keep the dressings intact for 24 
hours, and then monitor closely. 
Signs of infection - pus oozing 
from the wound, fever, extensive 
redness and swelling - will not 
appear for at least 24 hours as 
bacteria need time to grow and 
multiply. Watch for these signs 
and report them immediately; 
encourage the patient to go 
ashore earlier than scheduled if 
he or she is worried. Take more 
(time-stamped) pictures! Infected 
wounds require further treatment, 
such as antibiotics, removal of 
stitches, deeper cleaning and 
drainage of any collection of pus.



“SHOULDN’T YOU BE GIVING ME ANTIBIOTICS, DOC?”

At the time of injury, if the wound is ‘clean’, preventive antibiotics shouldn’t be given. 
But it probably won’t surprise you to know that preventive antibiotics are more 
often needed in the maritime environment than for the same wound shoreside. The 
bacteria that are present in sea-, fresh-, fish- or marine-water can be “exotic” and 
the “usual” antibiotics may fail. Although the history is helpful it doesn’t and cannot 
always predict the exact pathogen (bug). 

If you look at the range of potential infected lacerations that can occur out at sea or 
in the maritime environment generally, these include anything and everything from 
coral cuts and scrapes and venomous or non-venomous defensive or offensive skin 
penetration by teeth and spikes from sea animals, to wounds sustained by sharp or 
dull instruments used in cleaning, maintenance, repair, recreation and fishing. 

Antibiotics will be needed for wounds that become infected (see Monitoring the 
Wound, above).

Disclaimer: This document has been developed for 
educational purposes only. It is not a substitute for 
professional medical advice. Should you have questions or 
concerns about any topic described here, please consult your 
medical professional.

A COMPLICATED WOUND INFECTION

A patient was walking on the coral near a sewerage outlet on a Pacific Island and sustained a laceration probably 
from the coral. Five days later he tied up his boat in a mangrove swamp and waded ashore. Seventy-two hours later 
he was hospitalised with developing septicaemia and subsequently had three different species isolated from the pus 
the wound was draining...

RESOURCES

How do I apply butterfly stitches? NHS Choices 
http://www.nhs.uk/chq/Pages/1051.aspx?CategoryID=72 
Video: 3M Steri-strips Skin Closure Application 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C5m0CYCt59E 

WOUND RESEARCH
• If you think it needs stitching and you are close 

enough to shore, go ashore without undue delay.
• Make sure your tetanus shots are up-to-date.
• Wounds containing broken glass should be 

x-rayed and ALL glass fragments removed.
• When managing a wound, wash your hands and 

wear gloves.
• Medical saline and irrigating solutions cannot be 

recapped and stored after opening.
• In general, wounds should be kept dry.
• Infected wounds should stabilise and improve 

within 48 hours of starting antibiotics. If not, call 
for medical advice.
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